Ashira
automated dealer

Who works with us and why

You might need Ashira automated dealer if:

●

You are a Forex broker and you don’t STP all of your volumes

●

You see that on news time some traders earn too much

●

You see that some traders earn too much using scalping or arbitrage strategies

●

You see that some traders earn too much using fast Expert Advisors

●

You want to manage the execution for such traders

●

You want to minimize your risks

How Ashira works
You set conditions when some special execution should be applied.

In a special
period of time

Only for some
symbols

Only for some
order types
(market, limit,
stop)

Order will be
executed
after
a randomized
delay

Randomized
slippage will be
added

How to use Ashira to stop news traders

You know that some news are coming every Tuesday at 4 pm.
This rule created in Ashira means that every Tuesday at 4 pm stop orders will have a
15 seconds delay, execute at worst price, and get some extra negative slippage with
80% probability.

How Ashira works with scalpers

You have some scalpers who trade with small volumes.
This rule means that traders who open orders with a volume 0.01-0.1 lots will have a
0.2-0.3 seconds delay and some extra negative slippage.

How Ashira works with arbitrage, Expert Advisors

You have a special group where you put arbitrage traders and Expert Advisors users.
In this example it is ecn1 group.
This rule means that traders from ecn1 group will have a random execution delay
between 200 and 500 milliseconds and some extra random negative slippage.

Ashira vs Virtual Dealer by Metaquotes
or Panda Dealing Manager
1.

Ashira is flexible in configuration.
You can make different settings for different groups, individual accounts, and
symbols, all in one place.

2.

Ashira has a separate configuration tool
In MQ and Panda dealers all configurations are made in the plugin’s settings. So if
you want to have different settings you need to install several copies of plugin.
Ashira offers a very detailed yet understandable Excel-like editor for all the rules
on your server, with clear separation and prioritization.

3.

Ashira has an option of randomized delays and slippages.
MQ and Panda dealers have only fixed delay in milliseconds. Such delays are
easily recognized by traders, and they start complaining.
In the heart of Ashira is the understanding that markets are inherently random,
and to simulate market-like execution all the execution parameters must be
properly but carefully randomized.

Ashira vs Tools for Brokers dealer
1.

Ashira has a detailed Excel-like Graphic User Interface.
In T4B dealer all configurations are made in the text .csv file. There is a high risk
to make a mistake while editing text files. Moreover, detailed graphic interface
allows dealers to see the whole configuration in one place, and to keep track of all
minor details of execution.

2.

Ashira gives randomized delays and slippages.
“Worst price” option in T4B dealer makes it easily recognizable for traders,
whereas Ashira employs several strategies that make it indistinguishable from real
ECN execution.

3.

Ashira has special settings against news trading.
Risk managers can easily utilize deep scheduling capabilities of Ashira to control
exact details of execution of all order types at different time of day.

Ashira vs Dealer Logic by FXLab
1.

Ashira is a lightweight plugin.
Dealer Logic weights 32 mb — a high load on your server, growing bigger as your
clients trade more frequently.

2.

A configuration process in Ashira is simple, compact, and real-time.
In Dealer Logic you have a list of 50+ complicated and self-contradicting
parameters in your MT4 Admin which is very difficult to manipulate urgently out of
fear of breaking things.

3.

Ashira is compatible with other plugins.
Too many parameters may render Dealer Logic incompatible with other plugins,
bridges, and tools.

Pay attention that Ashira dealer has a two-month money back guarantee

Write or call your manager to get a two-week free Ashira dealer testing
Sergio Korneff
e-mail: sk@takeprofittech.com
Mob.: +7 (965) 757-12-53
Skype: sergio757va

Thank you for your time
takeprofittech.com

